A Return of George Novick
Survey for 167 Acres, on
Loather Coal Mountain
Deed drawn
20
October 4th, 1740

By virtue of a Warrant from the Proprietors Office,

Herein declared for George Fawcett of Prince William County,

a certain tract of land in the said County, joining to the back of land of his on the East side of a Mountain known by the name of Blue Ridge, containing one hundred acres.

Beginning at A, a red oak on the top of said Mountain and going to his other land and along a line of the same tract N.W. one hundred paces to a channel at B, in the said line and near to the bend of said branch thence down the said branch to the river thence near to C, sixty three poles S.W. thirty two poles bitcoin S. thirty three poles S.W. sixty three poles, N.W. forty two poles S.W. thirty three poles, S. thirty three poles N.W. forty two poles S.W. thirty three poles N.W. forty two poles S.W., thence to the branch line at C thence following with his line and up the said Mountain and eighty nine poles to a red oak on the mountain top at D, thence along the top of the said Mountain to the beginning including one hundred and eighty three acres.

William Owens and Thos. Mellen sworn.

Chain Carrier.

Oct. 4th, 1740

The Carrier.

Davies.